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Charles Hurst Ferrari are thrilled to present a spectacular piece
from our Ferrari Approved programme: the GTC4Lusso. This
model embodies Ferrari's legacy of luxury and performance,
making it a standout choice for those who demand the best in
class and capability. The GTC4Lusso features a powerful 6.3-liter
V12 engine, renowned for its exhilarating 690 BHP. This engine
allows the car to deliver exceptional performance coupled with
smooth, responsive handling that makes both city driving and
long-distance touring a joy. The GTC4Lusso's all-wheel-drive
system provides superior traction in various driving conditions,
ensuring safety and stability without compromising the thrill of
driving a Ferrari. This model's exterior is painted in a classic
Grigio Titanio Metallic, which highlights the car’s sophisticated
and bold lines. The interior is equally impressive, upholstered in
luxurious Charcoal leather, offering an inviting and comfortable
environment that complements its dynamic capabilities. Every
detail, from the dashboard to the stitching, reflects Ferrari's
commitment to craftsmanship. Under the rigorous standards of
our Ferrari Approved programme, this GTC4Lusso has undergone
extensive checks and maintenance by our Ferrari-trained
specialists to ensure it meets our exacting requirements in terms
of performance, aesthetics, and reliability. , providing additional
reassurance and value to its new owner. At Charles Hurst Ferrari,
purchasing an Approved Ferrari means experiencing a seamless
blend of elegance, innovation, and exclusivity. We provide
tailored customer service, including bespoke financing options
and a dedicated after-sales team, to ensure that every aspect of
your Ferrari ownership is as exceptional as the vehicle itself.
Visit Charles Hurst Ferrari to discover the elegance and powerful
performance of the GTC4Lusso. Let us help you embark on an

Ferrari <Undefined> GTC4 LUSSO 2Dr Auto
| 2018
PANORAMIC ROOF

Miles: 18880
Fuel Type: Petrol
Transmission: Automatic
Colour: Grey
Body Style: Coupe
Reg: VHZ4382

£159,999 
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unparalleled driving experience that only a Ferrari can offer

Vehicle Features

4 Wheel Drive, 360 camera, Air Conditioning, Alarm, Alloy
Wheels, Auto lights, Bluetooth Connection, Bluetooth Music
Streaming, Cruise Control, Diamond cut alloys, Digital cockpit,
Electric Door Mirrors, Electric Seats, Front & Rear Parking
Sensors, Front-facing Camera, Heated Seats, iPod Connection,
Isofix Mounting Points, Leather Interior, LED Headlights,
Panoramic sunroof, Parking Sensors, Power tailgate, Rain sensor
wipers, Rear-facing Camera, Satellite Navigation, Sunroof, Tinted
Glass, Touch screen display, USB Connection, Voice control,
Xenon Headlights
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